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About Master Y. C. Sun 

 Y.C. Sun is a nationally renowned Feng Shui
master and fortune teller who has been 
featured on National Geographic Television, 
CBS MarketWatch, NBC TV Channel 11, CBS 
TV Channel 5, Fox TV Channel 2, San 
Francisco Chronicle, San Jose Mercury, and 
other media outlets. 

 Master Sun inherited his Chinese astrology & 
I-Ching skills from his father when he was a 
child. 

 Contact Sun: askmastersun@yahoo.com



Pig Characteristics
 Traditionally a lucky and happy zodiac 

symbol in ancient China
 Either has an unyielding determination or 

hastily withdraws from its endeavors
 2019 represents a progressive business 

climate
– People/companies overspend and make big 

investment for a quick return
 As the Pig is naïve, people should conduct 

more research before any investment



Earth Pig Characteristics
 A sign of blessing, good fortune, & credibility 
 Gentle, noble, affectionate, overgenerous
 Cherishes friendship & gets along well with others 
 Takes responsibility seriously
 Sticks with its set of principles
 Willing to compromise 
 Creates an atmosphere of easy life, free spirit, 

and abundance
 Loves to participate in social events
 Tends to have a lavish / excessive life style 



Compatibility with Zodiac Animals 

 Gets along well with: tiger, rabbit, goat
 Has no conflict with: rat, ox, dragon, 

horse, monkey, rooster, dog 
 Highly incompatible with snake as they 

can’t tolerate each other
 Great difficulty with other Pigs as they 

struggle for dominance



The Five Types of Pig
 Earth  (2019): dutiful to lead others
 Fire    (2007): emotional to influence others
Wood (1995): skillful to maneuver others
Water (1983): resourceful to connect with

others
 Metal  (1971): forceful to dominate others



People’s Health Problems in 2019

Avoid indulgence in high fat, high 
cholesterol foods, and junk foods

Spleen, Bowl, Kidney, Diabetic, Intestines 
Eczema, Gastroenterology, Urinary tract, 

Reproductive, Cystitis, Encephalopathy, 
Cold, Flu, Swine fever virus, etc.



Jobs & Businesses in 2019
Most demanded Job category/Business:
#1: Information Technology Application Developer / Software

Engineer
#2: High-Tech Hardware Engineer
#3: Data Scientist
#4: Drug Production/Investment: Medical Cannabis and Cannabis Oil
#5: Health Care: Doctors, Hospital Administrative Manager,

Registered Nurse, Medical Technician, Home Care Worker
#6: Metal: Financial/Banking, Insurance, Sports, Jewelry, Engineer,

Transportation, Hardware, Metal Materials, Lawyer,
Judicial, Government representative, Chinese medicine,
acupuncture/massage, Martial Arts

#7: Wood: Drugs, Clothing, Casino, Real Estate, Remodeling, Loans,
CPA, Writers, Planting, Cultural Affairs



Jobs & Businesses in 2019
Sectors Recovering:
 Water (things moving) 

Media/Communication, Import & export,
Wine, Shipping, Seafood, Biochemistry,
Tourism, Beauty, Online e-commerce, Audio,
Musical

Intense competition:
 Fire (things burning) 

Restaurants, Electronic, Computers, Optical,
Batteries, Solar energy, Arms, Oil & Gas,
Film & television, Entertainment 



Earth Pig Effect for 
2019



#1 – Year of changes, travels, and 
migrations

 Earth Pig is also a sign of relocation, travel, 
change/transformation, and migration. 

 People will tend to make a change in 2019 
such as relocation, job change, starting to 
commute, & going aboard for job or travel. 

 Corporations will do systems migration, re-
org, IPO, merging, buy-outs, joint venture, or 
expansions. 

 Most Countries will likely make major 
transformation to their government bodies, 
infrastructures, trade or financial structures, 
etc.  



#2 – Trade Deal & US Economy 
 Because of Sino-US trade war, it had caused slow down 

of economic growth for both countries. 
 US and China will reach a preliminary consensus and 

compromise on the trade deal at the end of February, 
and perhaps the trade agreement is being further 
revised in June to achieve a win-win situation.

 A massive federal infrastructure spending bill is being 
approved which should provide a strong economic 
stimulus. 

 US economy will start to stabilize and improve in late 
August. The stock market is still volatile but there are 
signs of rejuvenation in mid-August. It is expected that 
the S&P 500 will rise by ~16% this year, similar to the 
wealth brought by the same earth pig sixty years ago.



#3- Housing market improvement in 2019

 Home sales appear to be leveling out & Affordability is 
worsen: Pending-home sales slid 2.2% in December to a 
reading of 99, and were 9.8% lower compared to a year ago, 
marking the 12th straight month of annual declines.

 Due to highest rental cost, subprime mortgages available,  
inventory increase, sellers making price concessions, and 
recession fear reduced, the elderly will help and encourage 
their high-tech, health care, & MBA kids to buy their first 
homes as well as upgrade to more ideal houses. This year, 
the real estate market should have a temporary rejuvenation 
& home sales activity should pick up by June. 

 Although the trend of housing market is still downward, the 
transformation of Real Estate Sector in 2019 becomes a 
game changer. 



#4 Political Conflicts & Chaos
 Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of the House of 

Representatives, was born in 1940 as Metal 
Dragon with a birthday of Earth Dragon in 
Chinese Zodiac.

 President Donald Trump was born in 1946 as Fire 
Dog & birthday of Earth Goat in Chinese Zodiac. 

 The Dog and Dragon are clashing by Chinese 
Zodiac as they can’t tolerate each other.

 The policy differences continue to cause political 
conflicts and chaos. Hopefully the earth pig can 
help all sides to reach a consensus & compromise 
for each agenda item for the well-being of the 
people. 



#5 Natural & Man-made Disasters
 Earth Pig is also a sign of damp land.
 Unusual weather of severe and deadly 

hurricanes/tornadoes, rain/snow storms, & 
blizzards can lead to more floods, landslides, 
mudslides, avalanches, fires, & traffic 
accidents. 

 Dam collapse, shipwrecks and explosions at 
sea, gas explosions, chemical fuel/oil fires, 
mining explosions, and poison gas disaster. 

 Undersea earthquakes cause tsunamis
 More traffic accidents related to rain, snow, 

marijuana, or alcohol.



Feng Shui



Feng Shui (Wind Water)

A Chinese art of geomancy uses the laws of both 
Heaven and Earth to improve people life by 
receiving positive “Chi” based upon placement 
of objects in relation to the flow of “Chi”.

 “Chi” (“natural energy”): Can’t see it, May feel it
 “Chi” is a combine energy from the 5 Chinese

elements of Metal, Wood, Water, Fire, & Earth
with natural polar opposites in Yin & Yang

 “Chi” rides the wind and scatters, but is retained
when encountering water



Feng Shui Effect in 2019
Flying Stars are visiting the following locations:

South

7- Decline / 
Robbery

3 -
Argument

5- Disaster

6- Change / 
Travel

8- Money / 
Fame

1- TLC

2- Sickness 4- Scholar 9 - Happiness
/ Celebration

North

East West



Feng Shui Effect in 2019
 #5 Disaster Star resides at the 

Southwest: indicates that the Southwest 
location will experience war, conflict, bad 
accident, disaster event, or misfortune.  

 Good Locations: Center, Northwest, 
North, West, East

 Bad Locations: Southwest, Northeast, 
South, Southeast    



How to increase your luck to make a 
good job change in 2019?

 The East location (#6 – Change) promotes 
changes, transformation, travel, commute, 
relocation, engineering, sport, military 
action, company Re-org or M&A, etc.

Place a Water Fountain at the East room of 
the house, East side of the Study room, or 
East entry. 



How to increase your luck to get a 
promotion and/or make a good fortune 

in 2019?
 The Center location (#8 – Money/Fame) will 

receive excellent energy for people to gain a lot 
of money, get promotion, buy property, get 
lucky in romance, or become a game winner. 

Clean up the area of the middle of the 
house to remove any blockage and then 
Place a large, potted broadleaf indoor 
plant in Red Planter Pot, such as Fiddle 
Leaf Fig at that location. 



How to increase your luck for study, good 
grade, success in exam, super R & D in 

2019?

The North location (#4 – Scholar) will
provide the best energy for people in
writing, study, re-tool, certification,
research, & product development. 
Place water based plant or 4 stalks of 12 

inches straight Lucky Bamboo in a 
water vase at the North room of the 
house, North side of the study room, or 
North entry. 



How to increase your luck for romance, 
getting married, or getting pregnant in 

2019?

The Northwest location (#9 – Happiness)
provides joyful moment in engagement,
marriage, pregnancy, baby born, getting
Promotion, etc.
Place a red peace lily with flowers at the 

Northwest room of the house, Northwest 
side of the bedroom, or Northwest entry. 



How to increase your luck for dating, 
romantic intimacy, or improving people skill 

& building relationships in 2019?

The West location (#1 – TLC) provides the best
energy to develop positive and healthy 
relationships in all areas of your life: love, 
romance, empathy, family value in TLC (Tender,
Loving, Care), etc. 

Place 6 stalks of 12 inches straight Lucky 
Bamboo in a water vase at the West room of 
the house, West side of the bedroom, or 
West entry. 



Flying Star Feng Shui –
Challenging locations

#2- Sickness
The Northeast location will experience health 
challenge; issues with Skin, Stomach, Spleen, 
Pancreas, Lung, Flu, Virus, Diabetic, Heart 
attack, Blood pressure, Respiratory disease. 

 Use copper bell, wind chime with 6 bars,
or 6 copper coins to deflect the bad
“Chi”.



Flying Star Feng Shui –
Challenging locations

#3- Argument
The South location will experience
scandals, conflicts, or relationship
issue over religion, love, power, & money.

Use Red, Pink, purple, or burgundy
color window curtain, or LED window
curtain string lights, or area rugs. 



Flying Star Feng Shui –
Challenging locations

#5- Disaster
The Southwest location will experience
war, conflict, disease, bad accident,
disaster event, disease, or misfortune.

Use copper Tibetan feng shui bell or
6 metal rod wind chime to deflect the 
bad “Chi”.



Flying Star Feng Shui –
Challenging locations

#7- Decline 
The Southeast location will experience a
decrease in energy, loss of progress,
loss of money, getting robbed, being
trapped, & decline in leadership.

 Use glass of water, or Blue color décor.



12 Chinese Signs / 
Zodiac Animals



12 Chinese Zodiac Animals
 The year of your birth and the Chinese Zodiac 

Animal/Sign being assigned to it could reveal 
something about your personality, interests, 
career, health, romantic compatibility, etc. 

 The Chinese zodiac has 12 animal signs 
forming a 60-year cycle, because the 12 signs 
are combined with 5 elements: metal, wood, 
water, fire & earth. 

 Chinese Zodiac Animals: Rat, Ox, Tiger, 
Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Goat, Monkey,
Rooster, Dog, Pig.



12 Chinese Zodiac Animals
 Traditional way to chat about one’s general 

luck in a given year based upon one’s birth 
year. For 2019, Earth Pig impacts to each of 
zodiac animals in different ways. 

 Their accuracy is low because it is only 1 of the 
6 steps to derive analysis of luck & fortune. The 
general predictions should be viewed with a 
discriminating eye and an open mind. 

 A more accurate prediction can be achieved by 
the detail analysis of the combine energy from 
people birthdate, birth time, and birth place. 



Lucky Chinese Zodiac Signs in 2019

 Romantic events: dating, engagement, 
marriage, or having a baby.
#1 Dragon, #2 Dog, #3 Tiger, #4 Rabbit, 
#5 Horse, #6 Goat, #7 Monkey

 Good fortune made: 
#1 Rabbit, #2 Monkey

 Progressive Career & Great job contribution:
#1 Tiger, #2 Horse, #3 Goat, #4 Rooster



Pig (1995, 1983, 1971, 1959, 1947, 1935)
 Against the Year-God is always a bad thing. Expect to 

have a year of curve balls or change-ups. Be careful to 
act with facts (and not emotional) & stay low profile. 

 Fierce star has Janus, self-punishment appears, on 
behalf of health issues, emotional twists and turns, 
difficulties, traffic accidents, to beware of villain 
struggles. 

 Fortunately, the “Kindness Star” appears to save the 
day. It provides Pig with positive energy of 
gentleness, good people connectivity, & willing to 
make concessions to overcome difficulties.

 To resolve adversity, Pig could pray to God, spend 
money, donate blood, have dental cleaning, do 
cupping, make charity donation, and wear rabbit, 
goat, or rat necklace. 



Rat (1996, 1984, 1972, 1960, 1948, 1936) 

 An energetic, creative, busy and hard-
fought year.

 Watch out for triangle relationship or 
deceiving love affair.

 Prone to friends’ back stabbing & taking 
advantage of.

 Health is number one priority.
 Avoid making risky investment.
 Need to reduce drinking & control 

spending.  



Ox (1997, 1985, 1973, 1961, 1949, 1937)

Ox people will make solid contribution 
to their work, have strong leadership, 
collaborate well with people, form 
partnership, gain helping hands, & 
enjoy upward mobility.

Pay attention to personal health and 
the health of the family elderly.

Wear Rat necklace to deflect any bad
energy.   



Tiger (1998, 1986, 1974, 1962, 1950, 1938)

 Tiger connects well with Pig: Plenty 
opportunity for contract & 
cooperation, form partnership, gain 
helping hands, & easy to profit. 

Will have happy events such as love 
affair, marriage or new born baby. 

 Ferocious “Jealous” star appears, 
need to prevent & reduce villain 
damage from envious resentment.



Rabbit (1999, 1987, 1975, 1963, 1951, 1939) 

 Rabbit connects well with Pig: Plenty 
opportunities for contract & 
cooperation; easy to profit; plenty of 
helping hands; happy events such as 
love affair, marriage or new born 
baby.

 Good year for a successful political 
campaign, competition/contest, study, 
research, and examination. 

 Ferocious “Jealous” star appears, need 
to prevent & reduce villain damage 
from envious resentment.



Dragon (2000, 1988, 1976, 1964, 1952, 1940) 

 Good year: Plenty helpers; Good 
relationship with people; Successful 
career; Happy event such as dating, 
marriage, or having baby. Be careful on 
love affairs & too much alcohol 
consumption. 

 Tend to spending a lot of money.
 Beware of villain struggles and theft. 
 Pray to God and wear Rooster necklace 

to resolve the bad energy of villain.



Snake (2001, 1989, 1977, 1965, 1953, 1941) 
 A dynamic year of traveling, changes, & movements 

of all sorts
 A lot of issues to deal with, such as spending a lot of 

money, loss of money, worrying about family 
relative’s health issues, etc.

 In order to resolve adversity & minimize the risk of 
getting sick or accidents, Snake could pray to God, 
spend money, donate blood, have dental cleaning or 
cupping, make charity donation, and wear ox or 
rooster necklace. 

 Fortunately, the “Wisdom Star” appears to save the 
day for Snake with intelligence, planning,  leadership, 
and perseverance to overcome difficulties. If plan 
well in advance and manage crisis properly, this is 
still a successful year with fame and fortune. 



Horse (1990, 1978, 1966, 1954, 1942, 1930)

 Collaborate really well with people, 
provide strong leadership, know subject 
matter well, gain helping hands, enjoy 
upward mobility, and make money easily.

 Beware of sudden illness or accidental.
 Avoid high risk activities.
 Avoid indulgence in high fat/cholesterol 

foods, and excessive drinking.



Goat (1991, 1979, 1967, 1955, 1943, 1931) 

 The luck is much better than last year
 Goat is Pig’s buddy: Plenty opportunities 

for contract & cooperation, easy to make 
profit, plenty of helping hands, and 
excellent religious practices. 

 Good year for art, acting, creativity, 
writing, study, research, & examination. 

 Tends to worry a lot and feel lonely.
 Beware of sudden illness or accidental. 

Wear Rabbit necklace to resolve bad & 
sudden energy.



Monkey (1992, 1980, 1968, 1956, 1944, 1932) 

 This is a prosperous year. Monkey makes 
great progress at work rewarded with 
fame & good fortune. 

 Vicious star has “Six-victims”, vulnerable 
to framed villain, working with a Dragon 
person can resolve the disaster of “Six-
victims”.

 Be flexibility, more giving or willing to 
make concession will help to resolve 
people issue.



Rooster (1993, 1981, 1969, 1957, 1945, 1933)

 This is a progressive year: Traveling, 
commuting, active, creative, talkative, 
busy at work, superb wisdom, outstanding 
performance, and excellent achievement. 

 Over-work causes health issues.
 Looking after the well-being of family 

elderly is also a very important priority.



Dog (1994, 1982, 1970, 1958, 1946, 1934)

 A good year for marriage, exciting romance, 
new addition to the family, active in social 
circle, and improve relationship.

 May take a new role, new approach, and face 
a challenge in new environment.

 Will often feel alone and easily become ill 
with heart, stroke, circulation, Diabetic 
Kidney, or lung issues.

 Beware of villain struggles & loss of money. 
 Bad months in April and October.
 If manage risk well, it is still a good year.



Questions?
In summary of old sayings, the pig is symbol of good 
luck, happiness, fertility, laziness, ignorance, lust, or 
greed. 

Yeah, Time for meeting real people to get connected, 
spending less time on social media/games, getting in 
shape, eating healthier food, conducting more 
research & due diligence before any investment, 
learning new skills, or just be happy as ignorance is 
bliss (無知是幸福)!

Thank You! 
Contact Master Sun: askmastersun@yahoo.com
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